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https://www.scimagojr.com/

It is a website that ranks journals using data from

research articles and the number of citations from 

the Scopus database.

Used for searching journal data in the Scopus 

database such as h-index, quartile and citation of 

journals.

Free access, free of charge.

Accessed menu: Journal Rankings / Country 

Ranking.

https://www.scopus.com/

This website is a database that collects 

journals and international research articles.

Used to search for research articles, 

researcher data and journal data focused on 

science.

Can be used with the Mendeley program

for listing references.
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Scopus

- How to search personal research data: Author search.

- How to search journal data in the Sources menu.



How to search personal research data: Author search

Basic usage of Scopus database

1. Go to www.scopus.com, the Author Search menu. 

2. Fill in the name – surname.

3. Fill in the name of the institution (in case of 

searching for institutional level data)

4. Click “Search”
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How to search personal research data: Author search (Continue)

Basic usage of Scopus database

1. The system will display the search 

results with the researcher's name.

2. Click on the researcher's name for 

details.
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How to search personal research data: Author search (Continue)

Basic usage of Scopus database

The system will display the 

research publication data of 

the researchers.

Number of article 

citations

Displays published data 

in the Scopus base.

1. Documents by author

2. Citations

3. h-index

1. Show the type of publication

2. Article title

3. Researcher's name

4. Name of journal/year of publication

5. Volume/Issue/Page Number
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How to search personal research data: Author search (Continue)

Basic usage of Scopus database
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1. Go to the Sources menu.2. Select the area of the 

data at the Title menu (Subject 

area/Title/Publisher/ISSN).3. Type the name of the 

journal you want to search in the Enter title box.

4. Click Find sources
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How to search personal research data: Author search (Continue)

Basic usage of Scopus database

1

2
3

1. The system will display the search results.

2. The data shows a percentage of 99% (or 

equivalent to Quartile 1) and is ranked 1st out of 

298 journals in the Materials Chemistry category.

3. Click on the journal name to see more details.

Compare Percentile (P) and Quartile (Q).

Q1 = Percentile value greater than 75% onwards

Q2 = Percentile value greater than 50% but less than or equal to 75%

Q3 = Percentile value greater than 25% but less than or equal to 50%

Q4 = Percentile value is less than or equal to 25%
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How to search personal research data: Author search (Continue)

Basic usage of Scopus database

1

2 3

4

1. The system will display details about the journal.

2. Information will appear: Publisher, ISSN number, field of study, type of journal.

3. Journal quality index values Like the IF (Impact Factor), but with a different way of calculating the 

score. using a reference from the Scopus base4. Displays the order and percentile values of the 

journals.     

- Materials Chemistry branch ranked 1st out of 298 or equivalent to 99th percentile     

- Electronic, Optical and Magnetic Materials category ranked 1st out of 259 or 99th percentile
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SCImago Jouranl & Country Rank (SJR)

- How to search the quartile of a journal.

- How to search the percentile of a journal.



How to search the quartile of a journal

Basic usage of SCImago Journal & Country Rank (SJR)
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1 1. Go to https://www.sciagojr.com

fill in the journal name in the search box.

2. Click Search (magnifying glass)
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How to search the quartile of a journal (Continue)

Basic usage of SCImago Journal & Country Rank (SJR)
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1. The system will display the data of the journal.

(example: Journal of fungi)

2. Click to view details about the journal.



How to search the quartile of a journal (Continue)

Basic usage of SCImago Journal & Country Rank (SJR)
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The system will display the information 

of the journal.

- Country

- Research field

- Publisher

- h-index value

- Types of research articles

- ISSN number

- year of publication

- Research scope of the journal



How to search the quartile of a journal (Continue)

Basic usage of SCImago Journal & Country Rank (SJR)
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1. You can choose the display format as graph, 

color bar or text table.2. In the case of 

displaying a graph

= Quartile 1 (Q1)

= Quartile 2 (Q2)

= Quartile 3 (Q3)

= Quartile 4 (Q4)

3. Research fields (Categories)**Categories 

indicating which quartile the journal is placed 

in, which will be used to calculate the 

journal's percentile**

4. Able to view the quartile of each year's 

journal. It can be seen that different 

Category may have different Quartile values.

5. The display case is a table.
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How to search the quartile of a journal (Continue)

Basic usage of SCImago Journal & Country Rank (SJR)
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- The screen will show the best quartile 

of the latest Journal of Fungi journal.

- According to the 2021 example, the 

journal is rank in Quartile 1 Categories 

Ecology, Evolution, Behavior and 

Systematics.

with an SJR value of 0.75

Note:

1. The SJR value is the quality index of 

the journal. This is calculated by 

referencing data from the Scopus 

database.2. The current year's Quartile 

will be adjusted during the month of 

August every year.



How to search journal data in the Sources menu

Basic usage of SCImago Journal & Country Rank (SJR)
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1. Go to the website https://www.scimagojr.com

2. Select the Journal Rankings menu.



How to search journal data in the Sources menu

Basic usage of SCImago Journal & Country Rank (SJR)
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1. Subject Areas menu is a select a group of research fields.

2. Subject Categories menu is a select a research category.

3. Regions/Countries menu is a selection of a region or 

country of research.

4. Types menu is a select the type of research.

5. Select the year you want to search.
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How to search journal data in the Sources menu

Basic usage of SCImago Journal & Country Rank (SJR)
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5 PLoS Biology Journal Percentile Search Example

1. Select Subject Areas by selecting the research field as 

Agricultural and Biological Sciences.

2. Select Subject Categories by selecting the research category 

as Agricultural and Biological Sciences (Miscellaneous).

3. Select Regions/Countries. by selecting the country as 

United States

4. Select Types by selecting the type of research as journals.

5. Select year 2020

6. Click "Apply"

7. Percentile data of the journal PLoS Biology will appear.
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How to search journal data in the Sources menu

Basic usage of SCImago Journal & Country Rank (SJR)
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1. The system will display the list of journals in 

Categories Agricultural and Biological Sciences 

(miscellaneous).

2. In Categories Agricultural and Biological Sciences 

(miscellaneous), there are 43 journals in that category.

3. The system will display the name and order of the 

journal. They are sorted from highest to lowest SJR 

values and have Quartile values shown as well.


